Native speaking translators only
Specialists across all industries
Audio Voiceover Recordings
Secure, confidential handling
Proven industry processes
Whatever your translation needs are, VEQTA Translation is a choice you can depend on. We’re able to offer our clients stability and consistency for their long-term projects. Located in Kuala Lumpur and with representatives in Bangkok we have the strategic benefit of operating in a low cost environment and can thus provide a high quality translation for very competitive prices.

Our team is made up of no-nonsense, top-notch professionals that are here to make international business, and our clients’ life, easier.

We are great at the core of our business – translation and localization! We adapt our clients’ business, technical, marketing and legal communications to new languages. This helps them sell their products and perform their services more efficiently around the world. From technical translation to marketing collateral to graphics, we are well equipped to localize your documents.

We consistently translate documents related to specific industries such as manufacturing, software, tourism, and retail. We also provide a full suite of services such as document translation, website localization, eLearning, software localization and voiceover.

Our linguists are highly qualified specialists with extensive professional backgrounds in technical, medical, legal and business areas. Subject matter experts from all major industries provide valuable feedback on every translated document, while experienced project managers use the latest software to ensure rigorous adherence our Quality Assurance process.

Our professional linguists live and work in your target language’s geography. Your document will be translated in accordance with each language’s linguistic nuances, and will reflect the most accurate, up-to-date terminology and style.

3,500+ Linguists
Multimedia & Voiceover

VEQTA Translation provide turnkey solutions for projects containing video and audio content for a comprehensive range of languages and media types. We have comprehensive, multilingual multimedia production capabilities to create multilingual versions of eLearning modules, interactive assessments, training materials, games, or virtually any combination of content, audio, and visual components. We have recorded and directed dubbing and voiceover recording productions for audiobooks, corporate presentations, airline safety systems, commercials and radio shows.

Studio Voiceover Recordings

Professional studio voice-over recording using native speaking talent United Nations style voice overlay, lip syncing, on-screen voice-over or dialogue replacement, script translation and pronunciation guides.

Part of our process entails offering you samples of gender and style-specific voices, ensuring we combine the best overall voice-over talent to fit for your multilingual needs.

Multimedia Localization

At VEQTA Translation, our multimedia localization services run the gamut, including script translation and professional voice-over recording for almost any type of content:

- eLearning and educational materials
- Mobile applications
- Webinars and web video
- Documentaries
- Video / Authoring Localization
- Animation

eLearning Localization

Localization and adaptation of online and interactive content
- Graphics localization
- Assessment and quiz localization
- Comprehensive multimedia authoring
- Full validation of target-language modules

Experience delivering eLearning projects in XML/HTML, SGML, Flash, Lectora, Storyline, SCORM, Articulate, FrameMaker, Dreamweaver, PageMaker (and more)

Localization operators who are skilled in correctly preparing, re-compiling and testing complex file structures in multiple formats and languages.

Knowledgeable translators and localization experts, web, and software engineers, DTP operators, testers and QA staff.

Using our state-of-the-art technology and our experienced professionals, we will exceed your expectations!
Get in touch!

*Large or small Projects - Give us a call to discuss.*
*Prices starting as low as $30*

**Email:** info@veqta.com  
**Website:** www.veqta.com  
**Phone:** + 60 (03) 2117 5242  
**Address:** VEQTA Translation  
Level 33, Ilham Tower, No 8  
Jalan Binjai, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia